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Bethan from Birmingham: I came to my first BiCon to go to relax and have fun. Since then I’ve become a rep for two national campaigns and a workshop facilitator extraordinaire. If I hadn’t been to my first BiCon I would have never met the clan who taught me how to do this – and I still go to relax and have fun!

Grant from Leicester: I’ve been to lots of BiCons. I look forward to them each year because BiCon is one of the few places where I don’t feel like an outsider and can be at home and fully myself. This one was very chilled and it was great to meet so many bisexual Scots and dance with them at the ceilidh in random gender combinations.

Hil from Manchester: This was my second BiCon and although it was different from the first, I was very much looking forward to it. I was also very much looking forward to meeting so many bisexual Scots and to dance with them at the ceilidh in random gender combinations. These were some of the most memorable moments of the weekend for me.

Jen from Stockport: This was my 12th BiCon and although I was looking forward to it, I was also looking for a little more variety.
This is your 8th year at the Edinburgh Fringe, how has the show changed over the years? It is my loy year performing at the Fringe but it's actually only my 7th solo show, so I'm celebrating this to my 8th year this year and I can't wait to see how much I've grown! I think with every show I've become more confident performing in front of a live audience and I've evolved as a performer. I've also grown as a writer and I've written more original material since my last show, which will be included this year. I've also included a few songs.

Edinburgh is not only one of the most beautiful cities in the world, it's safe, it's friendly, it's easy going. What should Bumblebee readers expect from Ally Pally? It's never been soquer before. We're too busy worrying about the future that we've forgotten to enjoy the present.

Details correct as we went to press.
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Friday night's Fringe guide

Holly Penfold

When I'm passing out flyers I love to wear outrageous shocking things like birdcages on my head. Facts known for wearing some of the most outrageous costumes. Yes, I used to wear outrageous shocking things like birdcages on my head. I got noticed by people around me taking photos and then I open up to see my fringe door and say ‘what is this?’. The show is slightly different. I've redesigned something that worked well and hopefully, we'll leave me standing naked (precisely speaking) in the middle of this Milestone Temple.

Who is your favourite singer/performer? Tom Bailey, Judy Garland, Liberace, and last moment, whose song? Yes. It's the same as my life instincts. I'm still my type of person and proud of it, so I'm passionate about my performances.

Do you like Edinburgh? What do you think of the Fringe? Edinburgh is a place of dancing on graveyards. The heart beats around to the heart of this city and perhaps that's why Edinburgh has always been a festival city. The Fringe is a series of events that are held throughout the year, with a focus on the arts. It is one of the largest international arts festivals in the world, attracting thousands of artists and visitors from around the globe.

What other Fringe shows will you be seeing? Ducty, and c. Connie, Over the Rainbow, Ooh! To the Moon, Life Sucks... And Then You Die, The Lady Celestial Dust and Emily's Kitchen.

What should Bumblebee readers expect from Ally Pally? The show is expected to be a mix of music, comedy, and storytelling, with a focus on the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. If you're looking for a fun and engaging evening, this is the show to see.

What should I bring with me? A camera to capture the magic of Edinburgh, a map to navigate the streets, a good book to read, and a positive attitude to enjoy the festival.
What Should Dusty Limits do next?

What should Dusty Limits do next?

Dusty Limits is a popular Edinburgh Fringe show that focuses on friendship. The venue is...
It's festival time again folks! And when you complain about our scene getting too crowded, we just smile YOU ONLY WANT IT WHEN IT'S RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU. We're not asking for Edinburgh's needs; a good gay cabaret of drag and cheese in Britain, are expanding to open a new basement bar underneath the café. The bar from 10pm. 4th-28th Aug noon-9pm, Mon-Sat 10am-9pm. 25 1am. Real ale. Mixed clientele.

JIMMY'S JIVE TIME

www.bootylushous.com

12.30-8pm.

Fur-Burger


Twist Basement Club, 26B Dublin Street from 10pm with DJs The DTPM main room resident, Lisa is "Shooting Star" by DJ magazine, (Bank Holiday Weekend Special dates: Sat 22nd Jul, Sat 26th Aug 4656. 11pm-3am. Monthly. Next DTPM main room resident, Lisa is "Shooting Star" by DJ magazine, (Bank Holiday Weekend Special dates: Sat 22nd Jul, Sat 26th Aug 4656. 11pm-3am. Monthly. Next

EASYINTERNETCAFÉ

18 Albert Place, Leith Walk. Tel: 0131-553 3222. Mon-Thu Noon-9pm, Mon-Sat 10am-9pm. 25 Blues Club, Blue Rooms, 8-man filter Jacuzzi, complimentary snacks. Women's group meet in informally for drinkies/food every Wed noon-8pm, Mon-Sat 10am-9pm. 25 Blues Club, Blue Rooms, 8-man filter Jacuzzi, complimentary snacks. Women's group meet in informally for drinkies/food every Wed noon-8pm, Mon-Sat 10am-9pm. 25

BOBBIE'S BOOKSHOP*

23 Greenside Place. Tel: 0131-556 6171. Fax: 0131-478 7434. Tue 11pm-3am. All the dates: Sat 22nd July, Sat 26th Aug 4656. 11pm-3am. Monthly. Next

The Philbeach Hotel

WHERE THERE'S ALWAYS MUCH MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE!

24 Hour Reception

TJ Shortage

20 The Street

E-mail: troll@troll.com

Brother's has a Edinburgh's first gay shop. A woman wearing a pink and white striped t-shirt is outside. Her hands are in her pockets and she is looking down at the ground. Another woman is standing behind her, also looking down. A third woman is sitting on a bench, talking on her phone. In the background, a man is walking down the street, looking up at the camera.
SCOTLAND’S FIRST LICENSED SEX SHOPS ARE HERE FOR YOU!

Drummond Street: Sun Noon–9pm, Mon–Sat 10am–9pm  
Easter Road: 7 days Noon–6pm

Vast range of leather and rubber wear!  
New stock arriving every day!

Also, cards, mags and all the sex toys you could want!

GET YOUR DANGLY BITS HERE!

- Escort Listings -  
From around the corner to across the globe, you will find extensive escort listings together with full bios, their likes and dislikes, the services they provide and their rates, naked photographs and DIRECT contact telephone numbers.

- Community Message Boards -  
The easiest way to get in touch with other like-minded guys, read and reply to ads anonymously, post your own without giving out your details, you are in charge! Make contact NOW!

- Live Chat -  
Chat live with other guys online now in our unannounced chat room!

- Hot Gay Movies -  
Watch hundreds of HotGayLads in action in our live movie zone! We have hundreds of streaming videos for you to watch from Twinks for Cash, Gay Blind Date, His First Gay Experience, He Likes it Big and Guys First Facial!

- Totally Anonymous - No Credit Card Required! -

HotGayLads.com

LEATHER & LACE

Mand8

TURN IT ON, ANYTIME  
Log On Now For FREE Online Gay Dating  
www.Mand8.com

Maleforce Gay Chat

THE UK’S BUSIEST  
1 XCHANGE PHOTOS WITH OTHER CALLERS  
2 CONNECT INSTANTLY TO GENUINE CALLERS  
3 HOT NEW CATEGORIES  

Only 10p 0871 05 05 20

HotGayLads.com
Edinburgh, Louthians and the Borders LGBT Community and Voluntary Sector Mapping Project

The LGBT centre for Health & Wellbeing has been commissioned by the City of Edinburgh Council to identify and gather information on all LGBT groups, from large to small, within Edinburgh, Lothians and the Borders.

City of Edinburgh Council to identify and gather information on all LGBT groups, from large to small, within Edinburgh, Lothians and the Borders.

The Council is also interested in developing its relationship with the LGBT communities and groups to ensure that they are engaged in local planning and consultation events. The Council is also interested in developing its relationship with the LGBT community and providing support wherever possible and appropriate.

GET ON THE MAP

Go to http://www.lgbthealth.org.uk/ for more information.

GET ON THE MAP

Go to http://www.lgbthealth.org.uk/ for more information.

Edinburgh, Louthians and the Borders LGBT Community and Voluntary Sector Mapping Project

The LGBT centre for Health & Wellbeing has been commissioned by the City of Edinburgh Council to identify and gather information on all LGBT groups, from large to small, within Edinburgh, Louthians and the Borders. The City of Edinburgh Council would like to develop closer communications with the LGBT communities and groups to ensure that they are engaged in local planning and consultation events. The Council is also interested in developing its relationship with the LGBT community and providing support wherever possible and appropriate.
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Edinburgh, Louthians and the Borders LGBT Community and Voluntary Sector Mapping Project

The LGTB centre for Health & Wellbeing has been commissioned by the City of Edinburgh Council to identify and gather information on all LGBT groups, from large to small, within Edinburgh, Louthians and the Borders. The City of Edinburgh Council would like to develop closer communications with the LGBT communities and groups to ensure that they are engaged in local planning and consultation events. The Council is also interested in developing its relationship with the LGBT community and providing support wherever possible and appropriate.
This month, Dundee's Blues has been affection. Last month you hear people talk about it, it's always with the last name came from before my time, whenever (She-Pees… strange yet useful invention!!), thank God Dundee Fortnight is finally here and was only a matter of time before we saw a scene in Dundee is changing. Last month I daddy for a few months. In their absence the students away home to live off mummy and the Dundee weather instead!! This is the holidaying, so looks like I'll just have to enjoy the sun. Unfortunately I am not for all of us traditional folk. Two weeks off to chances?), the find myself next to a Dundonian, what are the turn.
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No "I'm a model" mincers.

regular lads wanted for photoshoot

No "I'm a model" mincers. Real regular lads needed for photoshoot.

Earn 100 quid for a 90 minute shoot, solo.

Contact Joe on
0131 510 5100
or email joe@fitlads.net

Contact Joe on 0131 510 5100 or email joe@fitlads.net
Taste's 12th Birthday Party


"This is not a gay friendly night," announces Clayer, the door whore, to a large queue of eager clubbers. "Let me make this absolutely clear - this is a gay night which is straight friendly."

We are anticipating kick off at Taste's 12th Birthday Party. The queue outside the Liquid Room is certainly mixed, but happy to a man and woman. Indeed, "happy" is the world for Taste: Organisers ensure that attitude is refused admittance.

Inside, on the dancefloor, DJ Harri welcomes early starters with a cheerful layer of trademark tunes - punters of Sub Club in Glasgow know Harri is going places. Then shit-hot and sexy Josh The Funky 1 from Chicago, delivers the tightest, up for it set, which keeps this clubber fixed to the now bouncing dance floor. And to see us out, resident DJ's Fisher & Price entertain till the very end, until, at 3am, they bask in hearing the familiar chant of, "One More Tune."

All in all, t'was the great night that Taste's birthday party deserved. Here's to twelve more years. Taste runs every Sun at The Liquid Room, 9c Victoria Street, Edinburgh.
Glenn & Mike cordially invite you to...

DESTINATION Edinburgh

Leith Walk Opening August 2006

Model: Holly Penfield
She is performing at the Edinburgh Fringe in
Both Sides Now
at C cubed
3rd-28th August

Design by Lynn at C and Martin at ScotsGay